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Hi there! 
So you want to learn some things about ELEC 274? In a nutshell…understand the datapath! A big part of 

the course relies on this understanding so spend some time on that. As for assembly, PrintChar() and 

GetChar() will probably be used a lot in labs, know how to code/use them, they’re fairly standard and 

useful functions. If you understand all of that, then you’re well on your way to passing.  

All that said, this is meant to be a review package, it may not contain everything you need to know. All 

of the examples are correct to the best of my knowledge, but I am not perfect. So please use this as a 

reference, but study from more than just this! 

Madeline Van Der Paelt.  
Sci 17 
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Some Exciting and Helpful Stuff! 
1. Online flashcards are available to learn some of the important definitions and equations for 

ELEC 274 at https://quizlet.com/_2640e5. Note that the professor may require that you know 

more than what is in this set! 

2. Your computer’s calculator can convert between decimal, hexadecimal and binary! In the top 

left corner of the calculator app, there should be some sort of menu to switch modes from 

“Standard” to “Programmer”. In “Programmer” mode, you can view and input numbers in the 

different representations. Just click on the type you’d like and input the number. Super helpful 

for checking your work. 

Computer Structure 
Understand the following based on the definitions in the online flashcards… 

 Computer architecture 

 Basic units of a computer system 

 Instruction set architecture 

 Purpose of the PC register 

 Purpose of the IR register 

Number Representation 
You must be able to convert between decimal, binary and hexadecimal numbers comfortably and 

quickly. To review, some conversions are shown in Table 1. On exams it may be helpful to write the 

hexadecimal numbers and their decimal conversion on the side of your page for numbers 10 to 15 or A 

to F.  

Table 1: Number representations in decimal, binary and hexadecimal 

Decimal Binary Hexadecimal 

0 00000 0x00 

1 00001 0x01 

2 00010 0x02 

3 00011 0x03 

4 00100 0x04 

5 00101 0x05 

6 00110 0x06 

7 00111 0x07 

8 01000 0x08 

9 01001 0x09 

10 01010 0x0A 

11 01011 0x0B 

12 01100 0x0C 

13 01101 0x0D 

14 01110 0x0E 

15 01111 0x0F 

16 10000 0x10 

https://quizlet.com/_2640e5
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Decimal to Binary 
Binary numbers use base 2, while our normal numbers (decimal) are base 10 and hexadecimal is base 

16. Digits are represented as follows in binary.  

25̅̅ ̅ 24̅̅ ̅ 23̅̅ ̅ 22̅̅ ̅ 21̅̅ ̅ 20̅̅ ̅  or  32̅̅̅̅  16̅̅̅̅  8̅ 4̅ 2̅ 1̅ 

Ex. Converting decimal to Binary. Represent 26 as a 5 digit binary number. 

1. Look for the largest number that goes into 26 and place a 1 there. It’s 16 or 24. 

2. Find the remainder, 26-16 = 10 

3. Repeat until there is no remainder 

4. Fill in zeros 

So… 26-16=10, we put a 1 above 8. 10-8 = 2, put a 1 above 2. 2-2 = 0, there is no remainder. Fill in zeros 

elsewhere.  

0

32
 

1

16
 
1

8
 
0

4
 
1

2
 
0

1
= 11010 

 

Ex. Binary addition. Add 12 and 26 in binary.  

From the previous example, 26 = 11010 in binary. Using the same method, 12 is represented as 01100. 

1. Set up the equation 

 
   11010
+01100

?
 

2. Perform addition. 0+0 = 00 (no carry), 0+1 = 01 (no carry), 1+1 = 10 (or 2, carry the 1) 

   11010
+01100
   ? ? ? ? 0

  
   11010
+01100
     ? ? ?10

  
   11010
+01100
    ? ?110

  

1       
   11010
+01100
    ?0110

  
   11010
+01100
 100110

 

3. Convert result from binary to decimal to check answer 

100110 = 32+4+2 = 38 

12+26 = 38 

Decimal to Hexadecimal 
Converting a regular decimal number to hex is similar to binary, however hex is base 16. Digits are 

represented as follows.  

163̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 162̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 161̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 160̅̅ ̅̅ ̅  or   4096̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 256̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 16̅̅̅̅  1̅ 

When asked to convert a negative decimal number to hex… 

1. Convert the absolute value of the number from decimal to hex 

2. Subtract the value from FFFF… use the appropriate number of F’s for the value 

3. Add 1 to the result 
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Ex. Represent the 16-bit binary 2’s complement value for the decimal number -19 in hexadecimal. 

1. Convert 19 to hex. 19  0x13 1(161) + 3(160) = 16 + 3 = 19 

2. Subtract from FFFF. Use 4 F’s for the 16-bit number, as each hex digit represents 4 binary digits.  
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹
0013
𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐶

  

3. Add 1 to the result. 𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐶 + 1 = 𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐷 

Ex. Add 0xA16FDC10 and 0xC834AB21. Did overflow occur? 

When doing addition, add the digits one at a time, right to left. If the result is >15 (F), carry a 1 to the 

next group and record the remainder like in normal addition. 

0 + 1 = 1 =
𝐴16𝐹𝐷𝐶10
𝐶834𝐴𝐵21
                   1

   

1 + 2 = 3 =
𝐴16𝐹𝐷𝐶10
𝐶834𝐴𝐵21
                31

  

𝐶 + 𝐵 = 12 + 11 = 23 = 16 + 7 =

  1
𝐴16𝐹𝐷𝐶10
𝐶834𝐴𝐵21
              731

   

𝐷 + 𝐴 + 1 = 13 + 10 + 1 = 24 = 16 + 8 =

 11
𝐴16𝐹𝐷𝐶10
𝐶834𝐴𝐵21
           8731

  

𝐹 + 4 + 1 = 15 + 4 + 1 = 20 = 16 + 4 =

 111   
𝐴16𝐹𝐷𝐶10
𝐶834𝐴𝐵21
        48731

  

6 + 3 + 1 = 10 =

 111   
𝐴16𝐹𝐷𝐶10
𝐶834𝐴𝐵21
      𝐴48731

  

1 + 8 = 9 =

 111   
𝐴16𝐹𝐷𝐶10
𝐶834𝐴𝐵21
    9𝐴48731

  

𝐴 + 𝐶 = 10 + 12 = 22 = 16 + 6 =
 

 111   
𝐴16𝐹𝐷𝐶10
𝐶834𝐴𝐵21

169𝐴48731
  

The 1 on the front (red) is ignored and the 32-bit result is therefore 69A48731. 

For overflow to occur the following 3 conditions must be met.  

1. Addition was performed 

2. The sign of the inputs is the same 

3. The sign of the output is different from the inputs 

Take the first digit from each of the inputs and check its sign by converting it to binary. 𝐴 = 10 = 1010, 

𝐶 = 12 = 1100 → Both of the inputs are negative (start with a 1). Check the sign of the output…  

6 = 0110, starts with a 0 so it is positive. The output is positive and the input is negative so overflow 

must have occurred.  
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Instruction Set Architecture 

RISC vs. CISC 
RISC – Reduced Instruction Set Computers 

 Simple addressing modes 

 Single word instructions 

 ALU operations need values in registers 

 Use load/store architecture for data transfers 

 More instructions executed per program 

 Simpler instructions make it easier to design faster hardware 

CISC – Complex Instruction Set Computers 

 More complex addressing modes 

 Multi-word instructions 

 ALU operations can be done on memory 

 Memory to memory data transfers 

 Fewer instructions executed per program 

 Possible, but harder to design fast hardware 

Ex. Implement A = B – 23 using generic RISC and generic CISC style code. 

   

Parameter Passing in Subroutines 
Parameters are generally passed using registers. This is simple, but limited by the number of available 

registers. The stack can also be used for passing parameters, local variables or saving registers.  

RISC… 

load    R3, [R2] 
sub     R3, R3, 23 
store  R3, A 

CISC… 

move  Ri, B 
sub     Ri, 23 
move  A, Ri 
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Basic Processing Unit 

The Datapath 

 

Figure 1: Datapath of a processor [1] 
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Understanding the datapath is essential to understanding ELEC 274! So let’s get to it… 

First, Figure 2 displays the general 5-steps required to fetch and execute an instruction. “Step” refers to 

a step from Figure 2, while “stage” refers to one of the hardware stages from the datapath, Figure 1.  

 

Figure 2: General steps required to fetch and execute an instruction [1] 

Instruction Fetch 
In step 1 an instruction is fetched by the hardware in stage 1 and placed into the IR (instruction register). 

Information in the IR is used to generate control signals in later steps, so it must hold the instruction 

until it is completed. 

Source Registers 
The instruction is decoded and its source registers are read. The values from the source registers are 

placed in RA and RB as appropriate.  

Arithmetic Logic Unit 
The value in register RA is sent to inA of the ALU. Register RB is connected to a multiplexer to choose 

between the register value and an immediate value. The output of this multiplexer is then sent to the 

ALU via inB. For computational instructions the ALU completes arithmetic and logic operations as its 

name would suggest. This includes everything from addition, multiplication, shifting etc. to “and” and 

“or” operations. For load/store instructions, the effective address in memory is computed by the ALU. In 

a store instruction, the value in RB is sent to RM. The output of the ALU is stored in register RZ.  

Memory Access 
The multiplexer “MuxY” is used to select between the output of the ALU, data from memory and a 

return address. For computational instructions, no processing is done in stage 4; the multiplexer selects 

the output of the ALU and passes it to RY.  

For a load/store instruction, the effective address in memory is currently in RZ. A load instruction reads 

data from this address in memory and places the data in RY. In Figure 1, RB also connects to RM. For a 

store instruction, RM holds the data to be sent to memory. Since the data is received in stage 2, and 

memory access occurs in stage 4, an intermediate register, RM, is needed so that the data is not lost. A 

store instruction saves the data in RM to the effective address computed by the ALU in stage 3.  

Destination Register 
The contents of RY are sent to the destination register, address C in the Register File. For a store, no 

action is taken in step 5.  
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Instruction Execution and Register Transfer Notation (RTN) 
Now that you know how the datapath works, figuring out (and remembering) what happens in each 

stage of an instruction should be much easier!  

Register transfer notation (RTN) is just another way of showing how the instructions work. Square 

brackets surrounding a register in RTN refers to the contents of the register. In RTN, the right side of the 

expression contains a value and the left is the name of the location where the value should be placed.  

We’ll go through the fundamental instructions such as load, store, add/sub, call, branch and return. 

However, there are additional instructions that the professor may introduce to you, which would be fair 

game for the exam.  

Arithmetic/Logic Operations 
Instructions that involve some computation in the ALU (add, sub, or…) will follow the same structure.  

When the operation is between the contents of 2 registers… ex. Add R2, R3, R4 

The general instruction for an ALU operation between two registers is: Op Rd, Rs, Rt. Where Op is an 

operation such as add, Rs and Rt are the two registers holding values and Rd is the register that the 

output will be stored in.  

Using words…  

1. Fetch instruction and increment PC 

2. Decode the instruction and read registers Rs and Rt 

3. Compute [Rs] Op [Rt] (where “Op” is an ALU operation like +, -, and…) 

4. No action (does not require memory access) 

5. Load result into Rd 

Using RTN… 

1. Memory address ← [PC], Read memory, IR ← Memory data, PC ← [PC] + 4 

2. Decode instruction, RA ← [Rs], RB ← [Rt] 

3. RZ ← [RA] Op [RB] (Replace “Op” with +, -, and…) 

4. RY ← [RZ] 

5. Rd ← [RY] 

When the operation involves an immediate value… ex. Addi R2, R3, 5 

The general instruction for an ALU operation between two registers is: Op Rd, Rs, #X. Where Op is an 

operation such as add, Rs is the register holding a value, X is the immediate value and Rd is the register 

that the output will be stored in. Note the small differences.  

Using words… 

1. Fetch instruction and increment PC 

2. Decode the instruction and read register Rs, prepare the immediate value X 

3. Compute [Rs] Op X (where “Op” is an ALU operation like +, -, and…) 

4. No action (does not require memory access) 

5. Load result into Rd 
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Using RTN… 

1. Memory address ← [PC], Read memory, IR ← Memory data, PC ← [PC] + 4 

2. Decode instruction, RA ← [Rs] 

3. RZ ← [RA] Op X (Replace “Op” with +, -, and…) (“muxB” uses the immediate value) 

4. RY ← [RZ] 

5. Rd ← [RY] 

Load 
The general instruction for a load is: Load Rt, X(Rs). Where Rt is the register that the data will be stored 

in, X is the offset and Rs contains a value (likely an address). 

Using words… 

1. Fetch instruction and increment PC 

2. Decode the instruction and read register Rs 

3. Compute X + [Rs] as the effective address 

4. Read memory at location X + [Rs] 

5. Load result from memory into Rt 

Using RTN… 

1. Memory address ← [PC], Read memory, IR ← Memory data, PC ← [PC] + 4 

2. Decode instruction, RA ← [Rs] 

3. RZ ← [RA] + X  

4. Memory Address ← [RZ], read memory, RY ← Memory data 

5. Rt ← [RY] 

Store 
The general instruction for a load is: Store Rt, X(Rs). Where Rt contains the data to be stored in memory, 

X is the offset and Rs contains a value (likely an address). 

Using words… 

1. Fetch instruction and increment PC 

2. Decode the instruction and read registers Rs and Rt 

3. Compute X + [Rs] as the effective address 

4. Store the contents of Rt at memory at location X + [Rs] 

5. No action 

Using RTN… 

1. Memory address ← [PC], Read memory, IR ← Memory data, PC ← [PC] + 4 

2. Decode instruction, RA ← [Rs], RB ← [Rt] 

3. RZ ← [RA] + X, RM ← [RB] 

4. Memory Address ← [RZ], Memory data ← RM, Write memory 

5. No action 
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Branch 

Unconditional Branch… ex. Br label 

Using RTN… 

1. Memory address ← [PC], Read memory, IR ← Memory data, PC ← [PC] + 4 

2. Decode instruction 

3. PC ← [PC] + branch offset from IR 

4. No action 

5. No action 

Conditional Branch… ex. Bgt Rs, Rt, label 

Using RTN… 

1. Memory address ← [PC], Read memory, IR ← Memory data, PC ← [PC] + 4 

2. Decode instruction, RA ← [Rs], RB ← [Rt] 

3. Compare [RA] to [RB], if <condition> is satisfied, PC ← [PC] + branch offset from IR 

4. No action 

5. No action 

Instruction Execution Table 
A common lab or exam question may involve following an instruction or set of instructions and 

completing a table to describe the execution of them.  

Ex. Assume that register R10 contains 0x4321, register R9 contains 0xFFFF8000 and register r8 contains 

0x1234. Given the instruction Add R10, R9, R8, complete the tablet to describe the execution and show 

the contents of RA, RB, RZ and RY. 

Cycle RA RB RZ RY 

1 - - - - 

2 - - - - 

3 0xFFFF8000 0x1234 - - 

4 0xFFFF8000 0x1234 0xFFFF9234 - 

5 0xFFFF8000 0x1234 0xFFFF9234 0xFFFF9234 

 
Cycle 1: The instruction is fetched and placed in the IR, and the PC incremented. Therefore, nothing 

happens to RA, RB, RZ or RY in the first cycle. This is denoted using a dash. 

Cycle 2: The instruction is decoded and the contents of Rs and Rt are stored in RA and RB respectively on 

the next clock edge, which means that they aren’t really there until cycle 3. 

Cycle 3: The contents of Rs and Rt are stored in RA and RB. In this case, Rs is R9, so RA now contains 

0xFFFF8000. Rt is R8, so Rb now contains 0x1234. 

Cycle 4: The ALU computes the addition of [RA] + [RB] and stores the result in RZ, 0xFFFF8000 + 0x1234 

= 0xFFFF9234. (Since the numbers aren’t the same length, the smaller one is padded with 0’s on the 

left). RA and RB stay the same.  

Cycle 5: RY is passed the output of the ALU from RZ. RA and RB stay the same. The value from RY is sent 

to the destination register, R10. R10 now contains 0xFFFF9234 
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The Memory System 

Flash vs. EEPROM 
In EEPROM you can read and write individual cells. Flash, while based on EEPROM was made faster by 

reading and writing cells in larger blocks, not individually. 

SRAM 
 Static Random Access Memory 

 Lower density, shorter access times 

 Uses 6 transistors 

 Address pins 

o SRAM chips have as many pins as there are address bits 

o All address bits provided to the chip at the same time 

Ex. a) What is the capacity in bits and bytes for a 128K x 8 SRAM chip?  

𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 = 128𝐾 ∗ 8 = 128 ∗ 210 ∗ 8 =  27 ∗ 210 ∗ 23 = 220 

𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠 =
𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠

8
=

𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠

23
=

220

23
= 217 

b) How should the memory cell array be organized? 

The capacity is 220 bits, and a square array is optimal, thus we use a 210x210 or 1024x1024 array. 

c) How are the address inputs used for the chip? 

The logical depth is 128𝐾 = 27 ∗ 210 = 217 ∴ 17 address bits are needed 

The upper 10 bits are used to select one of the 210 rows, while the remaining lower 7 bits would be used 

to select one of the 27 = 128 subgroups of 8 bits within a row. 

DRAM 
 Dynamic Random Access Memory 

 Higher density, lower cost, longer access times 

 Use 1 transistor 

 Much larger capacity chip 

 Address pins 

o Multiplexed to reduce package costs 

o Row bits provided first, then column bits 

 Slower than SDRAM – uses external memory controller to increment column count 

SDRAM 
 Synchronous DRAM 

 Newer, more sophisticated 

 Faster than DRAM – uses internal column counter which is automatically increased by clock 

cycle input 
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Ex. What is the capacity in bits and bytes of a plug-in memory module that has eight 512M x 4 SDRAM 

chips? 

𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 = 8 ∗ 512𝑀 ∗ 4 = 8 ∗ 512 ∗ 220 ∗ 4 = 23 ∗ 29 ∗ 220 ∗ 22 = 234  ∴ There are 234 bits/module 

𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠 =
𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠

8
=

234

23 = 231  ∴ There are 231 bytes/module 

To enable several modules to be plugged into connectors on common data wires, a memory controller is 

required. The memory controller will decode high address bits to assert the chip select signal for the 

correct module.  

Caches 
A Cache is a system that sits between the processor and memory, storing data to make future requests 

faster. The stored data can be a duplicate of data stored in memory, or the result of a previous 

computation or query. Using a cache makes memory appear faster than it is.  

When the processor issues a read/write, the control circuitry looks in the cache first. A “hit” occurs if the 

desired data is present.  

 Read: the data is returned and main memory is not involved.  

 Write: 

o Write-through protocol – update both cache and memory 

o Write-back protocol – update cache now and memory later when the block is replaced 

The effectiveness of a cache is based on is locality of reference. There are 2 types of locality: 

 Spatial – nearby instructions or data will likely be accessed next.  

 Temporal – recently accessed instructions or data will be accessed again.  

Mapping Functions 
Mapping functions are used to determine the location of something in the cache. 

Direct Mapping 

 Simplest – memory block A  cache block (A mod 256)  

 One unique location for each memory block  

 Divide address into 3 fields – word, block and tag 

Associative Mapping 

 Full flexibility 

 Locate a block anywhere in the cache 

 No longer need block field, tag takes the extra bits 

 Associative searching increases complexity 

Set Associative Mapping 

 Combined direct and associative mappings 

 Blocks of cache grouped into sets 

 Block field bits map a block to a unique set, any block within set can be used 

 Associative search involves only tags within the set  
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Example 

a) What is the address bit breakdown for a direct mapped cache with a capacity of 128 kbytes and 

a block size of eight 32-bit words? 

First, get the capacity in bytes: 128 𝑘𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠 = 128 ∗ 210 = 27 ∗ 210 = 217𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠 

Then get the block size in bytes: 𝑏𝑠 = 8 ∗ 32 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 =
23∗25𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠

23𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠/𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒
= 25𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠 

The exponent from the block size gives you the number of offset bits, therefore we need 5 offset 

bits. 

Next, find the number of blocks. The exponent on the number of blocks gives you the number of 

index bits. Therefore we need 12 index bits.  

#𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠 =
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
=

217

25 = 212  

The remaining bits are the tag bits. 

𝑡𝑎𝑔 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 = 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 − 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = 32 − 5 − 12 = 15 

Therefore to summarize, this mapping requires 15 tag bits, 5 offset bits and 12 index bits. 

b) Determine the mapping into the cache for address 0x2D87A123, indicating the bits. 

We know that addresses are mapped as follows: tag, index, offset. 

First, represent the address given as a 32 bit binary number.  

0010 1101 1000 0111 1010 0001 0010 0011 

Then apply the mapping. The leftmost 15 bits are the tag, the rightmost 5 are the offset and the 12 

in between are the index bits. 

0010 1101 1000 0111 1010 0001 0010 0011 

Then transform the binary bits for each part of the mapping back to hexadecimal 

Tag: 001 0110 1100 0011 = 0x16C3; Index: 1101 0000 1001 = 0xD09; Offset: 0 0011 = 0x03 

c) If the cache organization is used for a writeback data cache, how many bits would be in one 

storage block? 

Storage block = 15 tag bits + 1 valid bit + 1 modified bit = 17 bits 

Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) 
The TLB holds recently accessed entries of the page table. A page table holds information to translate a 

virtual address into a physical address. The TLB is searched first by the memory management unit 

(MMU), similar to a cache. If there is a hit, the page table is not searched. If there is a miss in the TLB, 

the full page table is searched and the TLB updated.  
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Pipelining and Parallel Processing 
Pipelining and parallel processing is used to speed up a program. Doing tasks in parallel is always faster 

than completing them linearly. Parallel programming involves thread creation and synchronization. It 

also requires cache coherence which is the enforcement of a consistent view of shared data in multiple 

caches, typically with a hardware solution for good performance. The following equations can be used 

to find the performance boost from parallel processing.  

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑢𝑝 =  
1

funenhanced+
fenhanced

p

 max 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑢𝑝 =
1

funenhanced+
fenhanced

∞

  

As mentioned in the datapath section, every instruction takes 5 cycles to complete. These cycles are 

fetch (F), decode (D), Compute (C), memory (M) and write (W). 

Ex. For the given instruction sequence, generate the pipeline diagram. 

Instruction 
Cycle 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

add  R5, R6, R7 F D C M W     

subi R8, R5, 12  F D C M W    

and R9, R8, R5   F D C M W   

stw R3, 0(R8)    F D C M W  

 

The result of the add (R5) is available after the compute stage, and is required for the compute of the 

subi. The result of the subi (R8) is needed for the and operation and is available after the compute of the 

subi instruction. The value stored in R5 is also needed for the compute of the subi. The value in R5 is 

available after the memory stage of the add instruction.  

Ex. For the given instruction sequence, generate the pipeline diagram. Assume that r8 contains 0x123 

and r7 contains 0x99, what is the final value in r8? 

Instruction sequence: 

bne  r8, r7, label 
addi r8, r8, 0x800 

label: subi r8, r7, 0x44 
 

Instruction 
Cycle 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

bne r8,r7,label F D C M W     

addi r8,r8,0x800  F - - - -    

subi r8,r7,0x44   F D C M W   

 

In this example, the contents of r8 and r7 are not equal so the branch is taken. However, the next 

instruction, addi, was fetched while the branch was being decoded. Action on the addi stops once the 

processor has decoded the branch and decided to take it, and the first instruction of the branch, subi, is 

started.   

R5 R5 

R8 
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Assembly  
Know how to write and use the PrintChar and GetChar subroutines that follow. In the subroutines, 

coloured markers indicate areas to pay special attention to. These subroutines were written based on 

the specifications given in question 6 of the 2013-2014 exam [2]. It is also important to be able to create 

a main program that implements these subroutines. This was likely done in one of the labs, refer to that.  

PrintChar 
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GetChar 
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